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Q101 

                      

 

 

    AABDSP13822001544224                                                                                           

life for us today isn't all that diffrent to the early shakers and heres why.  Source 4 states "Shaker 

furniture was simple and well made." doesn't that sound fimalir? it does because today we also 

make furniture. Source 2 states " Our founder Mother Ann said " Hands to work, hearts to god." 

so for us work is worship." i know i've heard this before so we even said some of the same 

things. 



                     Q102 

                     

 

 

   AABDSP13822001554450                                                                                            

 Life for Kentuckians today is both similar to and different from life for the early Shakers in 

America. One way life is different is that early Shakers in America had boys and girl attend 

school at diffrent times. In source 3 it says "Boys and girls must attend school during different 

seasons." This showes that early Shakers are diffrent because in days now boys and girls go to 

school at the same time and get of school and the same time. One way they are the same is we 

still use the same furniture. In source 4 it says "These peices are highly valued, and modern 

furniture makers often copy the Shakers style." This showes me thay they are simalar to today 

becuase we use the same or almost simialar furniture that they used in early America. In 

conclusion life for Kentuckians today is both similar to and different from life for the early 

Shakers in America. 



Q103 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822001554978                                                                                             

in the united society there was a religous group and they were called the shakers and they danced 

and over 5000 people were apart of it. 



Q104 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822001545929                                                                                             

Life for kentuckians today is both similar because they both have followers also they had chairs 

beds and they also had vegetables growing for seeds plants.  



Q105 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822000243597                                                                                            

Even thoughmany people distrusted the Shakers because of there beleifs and practices, Mother 

ann gained nes followers. By the mid-1800s, more than 5,000 people in the United States were 

Shakers. 



Q106 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822000027147                                                                                             

The shakers are smiliar and different is in so many ways. If I were to break it down I would say 

that they are still similiar be cause they both still grow and sell seeds at makets. Thry are 

different because they are still more social and girls and boys don't have to be separated which is 

different. This shows that even though we are much newer we still will keep old traditions. 



Q107 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822001544359                                                                                             

The life for kentuckins is similar to the early shakers in america because  

 

they both do the same thing at gardens and they have rules 

and they both have beliefs and pratices  

 



Q108 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822001112601                                                                                           

 Kentuckians lives today are similar and different from when the shakers lived in Kentucky. One 

similarity is today, we still grow and sell seeds. Source five shows a list of the steps in a seed 

business. The steps show "Harvest the vegetables for seeds." This is something we still do today 

in Kentucky, like the shakers. One difference Kentuckians today, and Shakers that lived in 

Kentucky have is boys and girls attend the same school at the same time. Shakers had laws when 

"Boys and girls must attend school during different seasons." This shows a Shaker law that used 

to be placed in Kentucky which is different from Kentuckians today. Shakers in Kentucky from a 

while ago, are similar and different to Kentuckians today. 



Q109 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822000114442                                                                                         

People have diferent belives. however not that many people have the same believes. 



Q110 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822001396198                                    

The Shakers and Kentuckians have things in common like we still plant crops and the planted 

crops. In source 5 it states,¨Small inventions...made  an important contribution to saving labor 

and speeding up production.¨ Also farmers today plant stuff the we buy at farmer stands and 

stores. 
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Q201 

                      

 

 

   AABDSP13822000108396                                                                                          

The life in Kentucky now is way different from the life of the Shakers life. Most of us do not call 

each other brother and sister even if we are siblings, both girls and boys go to school at the same 

time, we don't have to live apart from other people, and we don't forsake marriage. Although, we 

still have stuff in common. Such as, follow the same rules as everyone else, believe in peace, 

people still of course sell seeds, and be kind to both poor and needy.  



                     Q202 

                     

 

 

   AABDSP13822001513973                                                                                          

Some people has diffrent opinions,and some others doe's some people might like meat some may 

like plants everyone has diffrent opinions and some maybe might have the same opinion that 

what makes us simmlar. 



Q203 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822000025910                                                                                           

something that is still the same is, gardens we still have and plant gardens and some people sale 

stuff from out of thier garden like watermelon,peppers,corn,beans,canalope, strawberrys and a 

lot more of stuff some people even sale plants like tomatos, pepper really any kind of plant.that 

you would want or would plant in your garden to grow stuff. 



Q204 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822000246939                                                                                           

They  travek to ketucky and gain three kentuckians as followers 



Q205 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822000112094                                                                                           

Using my knowledge of life in the past and and present. Life today is pretty good our rights and 

bilifs are protected by the constatution. But life for the early shackers was not as good they got 

jailed for thier beilifs. 



Q206 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822001545616                                                                                            

Life for Kentuckians is similar to the life of the sharkers because both now and then we still print 

and package seeds to be planted. I know this because in source 5 it says how to package the 

seeds. One more thing how life for Kentuckians is the now is. similar to the Shackers is that we 

still make our own furniture. I know that the Shackers did this because in source 4 it says that the 

Shacers made simple and weel made furniture, and still here now in Kentucky we still make 

simple and welll made furniture. Now to how Life for Kentuckians are differnt than the Shackers 

is that boys and girls have to attend schools during differnt seasons. I know that the Shackers did 

this because in source 3 it says that " Boys and girls have to attend school during differnt 

seasons." Another way that life for Kentuckians are differnt than the life of the Shackers is that a 

member has to get permision to travel outside the community. I know the Shackers did this 

because in source 3 it says " A member must get permision to travel outside the community." 

That is how the life of Kentuckians is differnt and similar to the Shackers.  



Q207 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822001546226                                                                                          

Beliefs affect actions by making it unable to do things not said in your belief. This is because is 

you have a belief of no driving your not going to go drive thats against your belief. 



Q208 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822000104195                                                                                            

Kentuckians must follow rules just like how the Shakers did, It states in source 3 that All shaker 

communities must follow the same rules and now a days everybody has to follow the same rules 

just like how the Shakers had to, Kentuckians if they're farmers they always have to clean there 

seeds that has always been a rule just like the Shakers im pretty sure it hasnt changed. 



Q209 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822000102973                                                                                           

The difference between kentuckians today and in the past is today boys and girls can all sit 

together. And in the past kentucky shakers could not sit together. Another differece between 

kentuckyians oday and in the past is today kentuckyains don't have kentucky shakers. And in the 

past there were kentucky shakers. The simularitys between kentuckyians today and in the past is 

we are all considered brothers and sisters. Another simularity is we are all considerd equal. 



Q210 

            

 

 

   AABDSP13822000025602                    

This story is about eglend and kentuckey. and how eglend had slaves and kentuckey did not. 
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